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Dear 
Supporter,

Welcome to your Summer edition of TalkBack. 

In this edition, we share the successes of Mental Health 
Awareness Week 2018 which focused on stress.  
Each year, our awareness campaign gets bigger, its 
impact and reach gets wider. I know we say it every 
year, but its true. 

We launched Mental Health Awareness Week with the 
largest known study into stress in the UK. There were 
over 4,000 individuals who responded to our YouGov 
commissioned survey. Read some of the startling 
findings such as 74% of people felt overwhelmed or 
unable to cope when they were stressed. 

Two of our supporters who ran the London Marathon 
share their lived experience from different perspectives. 
In ‘A letter to my younger self’ Lisa Morris shares her 
experience of tinnitus and how it affected her mental 
health. While Graham Southey shares how his wife’s 
mental illness was the reason he wanted to run the 
London Marathon for the Mental Health Foundation. 
See pages 3 and 14. 

We would like to thank everyone who supported us 
during Mental Health Awareness Week. 

Kind regards,

Angela Hamilton, Individual Giving Officer 
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A letter to my younger self
Lisa Morris, supporter and London Marathon finisher

I have struggled with my mental health 
since I got tinnitus in 2007 and have 
battled with some very debilitating 
episodes. I was shocked and saddened 
by the lack of professional help available 
to me unless I was willing to pay or join  
a long waiting list. Fortunately, my  
family was able to provide financial 
support which enabled me to see a 
private psychiatrist. I really do not know 
where I would be today, if I had not been 
able to fund the treatment myself. 

I have learnt so much from my mental 
health experiences. I have learnt that I 
can be resilient. I can control my anxiety 
and depression when I use preventive 
tools such as mindfulness. There are 
times when I relapse. However, I am 
proud of my strength and determination 
to keep mentally well. It is not always 
easy, but I am doing it. People never truly 
understand how painful and debilitating 
mental ill health can be, unless they 
experience it for themselves. 

We all need to join together to raise awareness of mental health and campaign for it 
to be recognised like any other illness that needs diagnosis and prompt treatment. 
No more waiting lists!!!!! I have never been ashamed to talk about my mental health 
problems. I am always happy to share my mental health experiences with anyone. 

At 46 years old, I ran the London Marathon with my son George who was one of 
the youngest finishers at 18 years old. Since running the Marathon, I have been 
battling anxiety. I am getting help and things are slowly 
improving. Also, I am doing the Foundation’s BeMindful 
Online course, which is also helping me. I now have more 
knowledge about my mental health and how to manage it. Lisa
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The Mental Health Foundation has hosted Mental Health Awareness Week 
(MHAW) since 2001. The purpose of this annual campaign is to highlight 
and promote a universal public mental health message and a call for 
change. This year’s Mental Health Awareness Week focused on stress. 

Mental Health 
Awareness Week 
is a great success

Key Mental Health Awareness Week activities included:

badge campaign and the Mental Health 
Foundation. 

• The lighting up of iconic landmarks in 
green across the country – the colour of 
mental health awareness.

• A celebrity broadcast campaign led 
by our Ambassador David Harewood 
and Clarke Carlisle who appeared on 
a number of programmes. We had 25 
celebrities supporting the campaign, who 
tweeted pictures of themselves wearing 
our pin badges. Among them were 
Graham Norton, Nadiya Hussein, Olivia 
Colman and other celebrities from the 
music, fashion and sports sectors.

• Publishing the largest study into stress 
in the UK; our report ‘Stress: Are you 
coping?’ which we used to launch this 
year’s Mental Health Awareness Week. 

• Theresa May and Jeremy Corbyn, 
both wearing green ribbon pin badges 
at Prime Ministers Questions. MHAW 
was mentioned during First Minister’s 
Questions in Holyrood with Nicola 
Sturgeon and the Members of the Scottish 
Parliament wearing our pin badge. 

• A range of adverts in the Westfield 
shopping centres. The space was 
donated and helped reach two million 
people. They advertised our green pin 
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Thanks very much, your support made this all possible.

• A Parliamentary event hosted by Lord 
Fowler and attended by people from 
across the sector including the Labour 
Party Shadow Minister for Health, 
Jonathan Ashworth.

• Our Twitter thunderclap reaching 7.5 
million people. 

• Tuesday 15th May was our busiest ever 
day on the website with nearly 62,000 
visitors. Overall, we had nearly 250,000 
visits to the website over the week. 

• 160,000 views of our Mental Health 
Awareness Week animation on stress.

• Our guerrilla marketing strategy that 
included asking London Underground 
staff to carry our message on their 
station signs.

• Selling over 20,000 green ribbon pin 
badges and counting. 

• Our supporters organising over 580 
events including the inaugural MHAW 
Windsor Racing event. 

• Over 1,700 people signing up to hold a 
Curry and Chaat event. 

• Promoting the BeMindful Online stress 
test that saw over 43,000 people use it 
during MHAW.

• The media monitoring of Mental 
Health Awareness Week captured 
over 5,000 mentions across the 
media. This included news articles in 
national newspapers such as The Times, 
Independent, Guardian, Daily Mail and 
a range of magazines such as Grazia, 
Marie Claire, InStyle and many others. 
Also, our own staff appeared on BBC 
Breakfast, ITV, Sky News, Sky Sports 
and other channels.

:ARE WE COPING?

MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS WEEK
14-20 MAY 2018

mentalhealth.org.uk
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Lee Knifton, Assistant Director and Head of Scotland

Scotland celebrates Mental 
Health Awareness Week

2018 saw Scotland’s best-ever Mental 
Health Awareness week. We cemented 
our role as the go-to charity – leading the 
national debate, and setting the agenda for 
mental health, across Scotland. The week 
kicked off with a major endorsement by 
First Minister Nicola Sturgeon, who outlined 
action she will be taking to reduce stress. 

public, with great support for Mental 
Health Awareness Week in schools, 
universities and workplaces. Iconic 
buildings including Edinburgh castle lit up 
in green to support us. In this Scotland’s 
Year of Young People, we emphasised 
pressures ranging from exam stress to 
body image concerns. 

We also took the bold decision to move the 
national mental health arts festival from 
October to May, connecting the world’s 
largest mental health arts festival with our 
leading awareness campaign week. 

We had thousands of attendances and these 
two major events complimented one another. 
The festival will remain a highlight of mental 
health awareness week in coming years.

Through the week, Members of the 
Scottish Parliament from across the 
political spectrum wore our green 
ribbon pins to show solidarity and to 
show their support for mental health. 

We achieved our best ever media 
coverage, with many of our team 
appearing in the press, radio and television 
studios. Stress resonated with the general 
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What’s your personal experience  
with mental health?
I had a breakdown shortly after leaving 
drama school. Despite, a successful  
start in my acting career, I found myself 
deeply unhappy. 

When I suffered a breakdown. I was 
sectioned under the Mental Health Act. My 

In Conversation With… 
David Harewood

brother offered me the best advice – “Dave 
…I know you’re flying a bit but if you wanna 
get out of here you’ve got to tone it down 
and start acting normal.” I took his advice. 

Why are you supporting the Mental 
Health Foundation? 
I had a breakdown 30 years ago. I am not 
sure why it has taken so long for me to  
go public with it, but to be honest I’ve been 
so busy over the last 7-8 years, I haven’t 
really had the time!

This year, I supported the Mental Health 
Awareness Week campaign. I am also 
an Ambassador for the Mental Health 
Foundation. I have been astonished by 
the number of people who have come to 
me with their own experiences of mental 
health, encouraged by my frank admission 
of my experience. 

What advice would you offer 
someone who thinks that they might 
have a mental health problem?
If you’ve ever experienced or are 
experiencing some form of mental illness. 
I’d urge you to get some support. It’s more 
common than you think. 

Having made a complete recovery from 
my own breakdown and gone onto have 
a flourishing acting career, I want to help 
break the stigma attached to mental health. 

Adapted from an article that appeared in The Guardian, 13 October 2017, ‘I feel no shame about my mental 
breakdown: It helped make me who I am’

David Harewood MBE, a well-known 
actor, best known for his roles in  
the hit series 24 and Homeland. 
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MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS WEEK IN PICTURES

1RESEARCH REPORT

Francesca Altoft photography
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MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS WEEK IN PICTURES



Stress: Are we coping? 
Report findings
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1
RESEARCH REPORT

The Mental Health Foundation published the 
largest study into stress in the UK; ‘Stress:  
Are we coping?’. The report was launched 
during Mental Health Awareness Week 2018. 
The study highlighted some startling statistics  
about stress and how it affects everyone. 

What is stress? Stress is our body’s response to 
pressure from a situation or life event.

Stress is something we have all experienced at some time 
in our life and can all relate to. Stress is not a mental health 
problem but, experiencing overwhelming stress for prolonged 
periods can impact on your physical and mental health. 

The Mental Health Foundation’s Director of Development and Delivery, Isabella Goldie, says, 

“Stress is one of the great public health challenges of our time, but it still isn’t being 
taken as seriously as physical health concerns. Stress is a significant factor in mental 
health problems including anxiety and depression. It is also linked to physical health 
problems like heart disease, immune system problems, insomnia and digestive problems. 
Individually, we need to understand what is causing us personal stress and learn what 
steps we can take to reduce it for ourselves and those around us.”

Some key findings from our study:

Over the past year,

74% of people have at 
some point felt so stressed 
that they felt overwhelmed 

or unable to cope.



What makes us stressed? Our study found that there were many stressors – long term 
health conditions, either one’s own or close family and friends; work related issues; 
financial problems; relationships; technology and social media. 

To download a free copy of the report and 
to explore these findings in more depth, visit 

mentalhealth.org.uk/publications 
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60% 
of young people 

aged 18-24 have felt 
high levels of stress 
because of pressure 

to succeed.

32%
of adults said they 
had experienced 

suicidal feelings as a 
result of stress. 

Are you feeling stressed? Test your stress at 
mentalhealth.org.uk/your-mental-health/stress-test

16% of adults said they had self-harmed as a result of stress.
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have seen and having ‘much needed’ 
conversations about mental health. 

There is still more work to be done to 
challenge the stark inequalities that exist 
in how people experience mental health 
in communities across Scotland. During 
Mental Health Awareness Week, these 
iconic places stated clearly that the 
mental health of the people of Scotland is 
important and needs to be visible. 

This is the first year that this had been 
done in Scotland. We hope that “going 
green” for Mental Health Awareness Week 
will become a regular fixture in Scottish 
spaces and places in the years to come.

For Mental Health Awareness Week 2018, 
we saw a different shade of green lighting 
up the Scottish landscape. The distinctive 
green shade of the mental health 
movement shone on key landmarks and 
venues across Scotland from Edinburgh 
Castle to the Ness Bridge in Inverness to 
the SSE Hydro in Glasgow. 

These buildings and places are much-loved 
parts of the Scottish landscape. By “going 
green” for Mental Health Awareness Week 
they created a visible space on the skyline 
that recognised the importance of raising 
awareness of mental health. The reaction 
to these venues “going green” has been 
positive with people tweeting what they 

Green appears in lots of places in Scotland; from the affectionate  
“Dear Green Place” aka Glasgow; the green that runs through the Flower 
of Scotland tartan; even the famous Gretna Green. 

Blue, White and… Green
Michael Wilson, Grants Manager, Scotland
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Pulling Together
Jolie Goodman, Programmes Manager for Empowerment and Later Life

On 20 March 2018, we launched the book 
‘Pulling Together’ at the House of Lords, 
in celebration of our Standing Together 
Project. Standing Together was a Big 
Lottery funded initiative delivering peer 
support groups at retirement and extra-
care housing schemes across London. 

The aim was to address loneliness 
and improve mental wellbeing by 
strengthening social connections between 
tenants. Over 2 years, we facilitated peer 
support groups in 19 later life housing 
schemes, engaging with over 300 people.

Through facilitating these groups, we 
found that many older people were  
rarely able to discuss the person they 
had been and how it relates to their 
identity today. In groups, people talked 
about a range of lived experience and 
felt validated by this. This challenged 
the invisibility and stereotyping that can 
sometimes be the norm for people in  
later life. 

The book was written by the Standing 
Together team, and reflects on the key 
learnings of the project, including the 
core values, and the types of activities 
that worked well as well as the project’s 
achievements. The book acknowledges 
the people who took part in the Standing 
Together project. 

To download a copy of Pulling Together visit mentalhealth.org.uk

The launch itself at the House of Lords 
was a tremendous success, with over 
100 people attending an afternoon tea. 
Hosted by Lord Best, people who had been 
directly involved spoke about the project, 
including a number of beneficiaries.

The Mental Health Foundation is developing 
on its later-life work through the co-
production of a toolkit, to enable other 
housing providers to facilitate groups like 
Standing Together. The legacy of Standing 
Together is challenging discrimination and 
stigma around mental health in later life. 
Other new projects under development 
include work with LGBT people and prisoners. 

For more information about our later 
life work please email Jolie Goodman, 
jgoodman@mentalhealth.org.uk 
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Applications for now open for London Marathon 2019. If you  
want to run the London Marathon for the Mental Health Foundation, 

visit mentalhealth.org.uk

Graham Southey’s story 
Supporter and London Marathon finisher

I decided that I wanted to run the London 
Marathon 2018 for a mental health charity 
that tries to prevent mental illness. The 
Mental Health Foundation was my choice 
because they focus on PREVENTION! I 
applied, and I got one of their places. 

Training didn’t go as I planned. Winter 
set in, the snow came along with the cold 
and for an asthmatic, cold and running 
don’t go well together. I was determined 
to complete the London Marathon, raise 
awareness of mental health, raise money 
and get that medal!

In 2014, my wife Mandy was diagnosed with bipolar disorder. I doubted 
the initial diagnosis and sought a second opinion. Eventually, my wife 
received a diagnosis of emotionally unstable personality disorder. We 
talked about it with the family. It was at this point my wife got confused 
and found it all too much to take. She attempted to take her life. 

The day came, and it was HOT. I set 
out and at 10 miles… CRAMPS! I was 
determined to finish. My wife came to 
watch, even though, she hates crowds.  
We all know London Marathon day 
can be crowded, but she did it. 

A huge achievement for Mandy and an 
indicator of how far she has come. Finally, 
I saw the Mall. I was not going to walk it, I 
ran! It seemed as though I was racing  
Usain Bolt, but it was more like a snail’s 
pace. I made the finish line and collected 
my finishers medal!

When the journey began I would have 
been happy to have Mandy lead a life that 
would not make her feel terrible. Now, I 
have a wife that fights daily, and who’s 
willing to help others in their quest for 
good mental health.

I have helped to raise awareness and 
money for a charity that does so much, 
with little help or recognition. Thank you to 
the Mental Health Foundation.
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It’s well known that Virtual College 
staff love food. So the Mental Health 
Foundation’s Curry and Chaat campaign 
was an irresistible project for our Learning 
Technology Advisors and me the office 
chef Rooji, the foodie. 

I took a weekend off to bake but decided 
to spend it cooking for over 50 members 
of staff. I asked staff to swap their daily 
boring sandwiches for a tasty Chicken 
Curry, Tandoori Roti, Samosa Chaat and a 
refreshing Mango drink all to support the 
Mental Health Foundation during Mental 
Health Awareness Week. We managed to 
raise £250 in less than two hours.

Not only did everyone enjoy the food. 
The event did a great job of bringing 
departments across the business together. 
It was agreed that a whole team lunch  
was a great way of getting away from our 
busy working day and taking a break to 
socialise with each other.

We also raised awareness through our 
social media channels with many people 
interacting with our free mental health 
resources. 

Virtual College were delighted to support 
the Mental Health Foundation by holding 
a Curry & Chaat event. We hope our 
fundraising efforts and free resources will 
support the Mental Health Foundation to 
end the stigma surrounding mental health. 

Want to organise your own Curry & Chaat. 
Visit mentalhealth.org.uk/get-involved, 
click on ‘As a fundraiser’ to register 
your event and to download fundraising 
materials and tasty curry recipes.

Arooj Jamil, Virtual College

#curryandchaat
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Fundamental Fact 

Over half of adults (51%) who felt stressed 
reported feeling depressed, and 61% 

reported feeling anxious.

Of the adults who said they had felt stress 
at some point in their lives, 16% said 

they had self-harmed, and 32% said they 
had suicidal thoughts and feelings.

Stress: Are we coping? Research Report Mental Health Foundation, May 2018

51% 61%


